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Background and Motivation
Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET)
A MANET is a self-configuring network of mobile devices communicating via wireless
links. No one is “in charge”, i.e. no single device is responsible for telling all the others
what to do.
A few characteristic properties of a MANET:
•It’s useful when communication infrastructure is non-existent or damaged
•As always, wireless links are sensitive to interferences
•Network nodes are mobile

Cognitive Radio
Cognitive radio is a wireless communication paradigm in which network nodes adapt
their wireless transmission and reception parameters to avoid interferences and enable
efficient communication.
At the heart of a cognitive radio network node lies the Cognitive Engine, that monitors
the network state and adapts the radio parameters accordingly.

Station Graph Representation
• A station with k transmitting channels is represented by a k-size
click in the graph, each vertex represents a channel.
• Example: For a three channel network {1,2,3}. Station A
transmits on channels 1 & 3, station C transmits on channels 1 & 2,
Station D transmits on channels 1,2, & 3 and station B transmits
only on
channel 3.
• Channel D can transmit on three
channels, and so a 3-size click is
created.

demands.

Our Software
Network Simulator

•Receives network’s topology (including the cost associated with each
transmission medium), the transmission and reception parameters chosen by each
node’s cognitive engine and a set of traffic demands (two endpoints and the
amount of committed bandwidth).
•Runs a routing protocol across the network and attempts to satisfy all the traffic
demands in its input. By using abstract interfaces across the codebase, it is easy to
change the routing protocol that’s simulated.
•Result - a set of paths chosen to satisfy the traffic demands, as well as some
statistical data about the traffic across the network. The simulator visualizes this
data by drawing a map of the network.

Random Input Generation
In addition to the simulator itself, we wrote a script that generates a random input
file with various configurable parameters, in order to test the simulator and
showcase its capabilities.

• Finding the set of optimal routes that satisfy the given list of demands is a hard computational
problem – we went for a greedy solution.
• In every step we pick the next demand
• We create a sub-graph that contains only the station which are capable of transmitting the
needed bandwidth while taking under consideration previous demands.
• We add two dummy vertexes:
o The first has outgoing edges to all vertexes which
represent an origin station with 0 cost.
o The second has ingoing edges from all vertexes
which represent a destination station.
• Running Dijkstra algorithm on the graph to find the
cheapest path from dummy origin station to the destination dummy station.
• For example, the demand A->B outputs the given graph.

Experiment Examples

Our Simulator
We simulated a Cognitive Network with a Cognitive Engine that gets an input from
the network layer. Then, under the Physical and MAC Layer cognitive limitations (pre
defined channels) we find the set of optimal routes that satisfy a given list of routing

Implementation

Effect of Relay Percentage

• Average channel switch count:

Under the Following Parameters:
•480X640 Area
•100 Stations
•Passing between channels in a station costs 90
•Transmitting cost: 20-50
•Bandwidth capacity: 120-500
•Bandwidth demands for a given transmission: 25-100
The following values are inspected as a function of relay percentage (5%-95%):
•Success rate (the satisfied demands divided by the overall demands):

o
o

Before getting to 0.65 the values are quite stable and afterwards there is a sharp decrease.
A possible explanation is that the higher the relay percentage, the bigger variety of channels in each
station, therefor the likeliness of a channel switch between stations is lower.

The effect of channel size on the results
(40% relay station constant)

o
o

Very low success rate for a low relay percentage since this means low
connectivity.
As the percentage grows, the success rate grows as expected.

•Mean hop count:
o

o
o

Low relay percentage
means low connectivity
and so long paths are
few meaning low hop
count.
Starting at 0.4 the values
stabilize around 4.5.
When deploying future networks, the minimal threshold for which the
values are stabilized should be found so we wont place needless relays.

o
o

o

There is a decrease in success rate for larger values
This could be explained by the fact that a larger pool of possible channels creates a
bigger variety of channels in each relay, meaning the differentiation between channels
grow and the connectivity is worse.
Therefor when designing a network, we should be careful when we choose and
distribute the channels:
o
Don’t pick a channel pool too small.
o
An oversized channel pool is expensive and ineffective

